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'Lost dog' rapist back
By Susan Pillow
Editor-in-Chief

Burt and Banks listen to proposal o. -

Senate dissolution proposed

Photo by Susan Shinkai

'B' approved for ballot

A second alternative to the
lurrent ASUOP Senate structure has
iccn added to next Tuesday's
In an article responding to the , |
j |
following a lengthy
e shirt boom, the League called for Hebafe and a re-vote by Senate nienitists, humorists, ' and advertisi)1>|S |.is( l'lK.st|ay evening.
d specialists" to come to the aid of t
'flie first option, "Amendment
,1 .state. "How long are they going r(>su|tjng from dissatisfaction with
U1 knock around the streets in this neffective Senate representation, was
he detent attire?" asked one read ll|t on the ballot by a September 18
,rt. while another said that he had seei 0[t, ()f pu, Senate.
youngworket wearing a T-shirt id| fhe new alternative, "Amenjue tifving him as a member of the S]m(.nt |y was proposed by several
Francisco Police Department.
Constituent School governments, adirt\ that mean, the reader wondered, tl | jng a nlore extensive form of
-. people in American cities wLpresentation to a measure that is
wearing T-shirts with Soviet sloganj,(|u,rwjse similar to "A."
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Burt emphasized that the
reasoning behind Amendment A is to
increase the power of students.
"Power," he said, "can only be in
creased by legitimacy.'
"We are trying to he practical,"
Burt elaborated, "Off-campus people
tend to be less involved because what
ASUOP does, for the most part has to
do with students on campus."
"Having a representative' in the
living groups increases accessibility.
When students have an opinion to ex-

press, they will know who their
representative is, and they can go to
that person."
Burt said the "B" could really
'complicate things".
He added,
"We need to be expedient. We have a
budget to be approved and matters of
importance to get to. I really believe
that Amendment A will make a Con
stitution that will represent every
person."
Brunson defended point-l>\ point
(emit, back page, col. I)

The "lost dog" rapist, familiar to
the University and surrounding
neighborhoods last spring, struck
again on September 26 near the cam
pus at a vacant lot on Rosemarie
Lane and Manchester.
The suspect, who first attacked
on campus and in surrounding areas
last May, reportedly told his victims
that he had lost his dog and asked for
help finding the animal. He would
then lure his victim into an area away
from public view, pull a knife, and
force the victim to disrobe and com
mit lewd sex acts.
The story varied from a "lost
dog" to a "lost son" on the most
recent attack.
The suspect approached a seven
teen-year-old girl, saying that he had
lost his son in some bushes in the
area. When she agreed to help she
was lured into the vacant lot. He
then pulled a knife and forced her to
disrobe. At this point a jogger came
by and the victim screamed. The
suspect then ran away before com
pleting his act.
To date the "lost dog" suspect
has forced himself on at least eight
victims. The first attacks were re
ported last May. None were report
ed between May and September.
On May 10 he attacked a Univer
sity coed walking along Pershing
Avenue, luring her to a spot ap
proximately 100 yards west of the
bridge on the Calaveras River. Tl

A, drawn up by

ItSUOP President Martin Burt, and
rice-President, Baynes Bank, is inended to establish a Board of Superrepresenting each campus
>•<>>3
iving group and each Constituent
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Composite sketch of suspect
victim was struck on the head and
sexually assaulted.
Other coeds were approached on
campus last sorine
spring and were also
asked for help in finding the dog.
University Police Chief Norm Askew
asks that anyone approached by a
man of similar description who
makes such a request report it im
mediately at 946-2535.
The suspect may have changed
some aspects of his physical ap
pearance since last May. Although
facial features and size are similarly
described by all victims, last May he
was described as unshaven with
longish brown hair, and usually wore
a cap.
Recent victims however

House "push" for a "sensible drj Under "A" each living group
von Id be given one supervisor except
During the presidential cajj°r Southwest Hall, which would
paign, C.arlcr pledged to work f}ave a representative from both
morr lenient marijuana
lawjouth and West Halls, and Grace
owever, NORML lost an importaCovell Hall which would be given a
ally in the White House when Representative for each floor. Each of
Icier Bourne was forced to resign ahree section of the Townhouses
,er "r|ting a false prescription fwould also be given a representative,
anot er White House staffer in 19 78i Arguing that "A" does not

By Thomas Willard
Paeifiean Staff Writer
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the break-

The staff has put a lot of energy
into dealing with difficulties stemming from lack of reportorial staff
and the resignation of Sports, Enter
tainment, and Managing Editors
Prior to and during the production of
°ur first issue because of classloads.
The new Sports and Entertainment editors are learning quickly, but
ike absence of a Managing Editor
Puts a heavy strain on the entire staff.
Individuals have put in anywhere from 30 to over 60 hours per
week, and still we find it impossible
Put out a weekly issue.
This is a temporary measure unthe staff, in conjunction with the
Publication Board, has explored the
a'ternatives and come up with a
viable solution
to our current
Problems.
We appreciate your patience and
y°ur support, and we ask for your
help.

to

described short hair and a mustache.
The most recent physical descrip
tion is as follows:
-Caucasian male adult
-21 to 25 years of age
-5'10" in height
-150 lbs.
-light brown hair, short, parted
on the right side
-brown mustache
-wearing a white T-shirt, tucked
inside of dark pants
Earlier description included a
southern accent, high-top heavy
black boots, and a slender build.
The weapon used in the recent at
tack was small pocket knife with the
tip broken off.

Art gallery security
stepped up

a Whiehool.

provide equal representation to
Itudents, and ignores off-campus
jtudents, Robert Brunson, Chairman
>1 COPA, with the aid of other Con0+ I
itiuent School Presidents, wrote
Amendment B enlarging the Board
rem 32, members, as proposed in
A practical course on the hafA" to 52 members, to accomodate
lnK "I sailboats will he offered Representation of off-campus studen,lont 1 as Par' <>f the continuing ejs, arid giving varying votes to each
a'ion program at UOP.
Representative in proportion to the
The course will meet on Satjize of their constituency.
lay. September 29, for six hours
At Tuesday night's meeting the
y|Sr<X)m 'nstruction. This will ienate argued that the system of
J
at a later date with 10 hoepresentation of "B" was cumber" practical experience along ("me because of the large number of
a ^terway
s'
in a 25-foo, Catal^ople involved, and because of the
• 'oat. The hours for the practCpre complex system ol voting.
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Student residences at Feather River School

Photo by Tim O'Connor

Progress in Feather River negotiations
By Susan Pillow
Editor-in-Chief

Things are looking up these days
at Feather River Preparatory School
opening for its fall semester under a
court order, with enrollment up to
capacity at 73 students, renovations
underway, and most significantly,
progress being made in negotiations
with the University.
The rustic high school campus,
located north of Truckee in the
Feather River Valley, was donated to
the University by Regent Tom Long.
Last January the University an
nounced
nounceu its
na intention to shut down
the school and place the property
valued at some $3/4 million, up for
sale.
The close-knit students and
faculty responded with a strong plea
to the University, asking that the
University either continue to operate
the prep school, or sell at a price af
fordable to the Feather River School

"'"'parents and "Friends of FRP"
joined in a massive letter writing
campaign directed to President Mc
Caffrey and Financial Vice-President
Winterberg.
A lawsuit was then filed by
Feather River, with legal expenses
paid by parents and alumni, contend
ing breach of contract on the part of
the University.

Negotiations began last Spring happily back at work as director,
and are still continuing. Both sides disciplinarian, administrator, cook
seem pleased with the progress now and counselor for his 73 kids.
being made.
Personnel Director Ed Case who
Plans are in the works for an
was named the new liason between
8-day trip north to Oregon and back.
Pacific and Feather River when FRP
The kids will pack up and take
filed suit against the former liason
off on October 13, heading up
Paul Fairbrook, is enthusiastic about
through Eureka with the seniors
the situation at Feather River.
planning a visit to Humboldt State
"The facilities," he reports, "are
College. They will go up along the
in better shape than they've ever
coast, then heading to Crater Lake,
been. The faculty is excellent. They
up to Oregon and the Ashland
are all highly qualified."
Shakespearean Festival, ending up at
He continued, "If things continue
Bernie Falls before returning home.
.is theyi are now,• there is every• reason
to believe that Feather River will be
Hoffman is also pleased with
open for some time to come.
It
things on the homefront, as
should not create a significant finan
renovation of 2 cabins is underway,
cial drain on the University."
allowin^xpandetl enrollment.
Headmaster Bill Hoffman is

The University Center Art
Gallery hours were shortened this
year as a step to tighten security
against thefts, according to Jim Paull,
the new Director of the Center.
The Art Gallery was a target of a
series of thefts last fall in which 13
photographs and a sculpture were
stolen These thefts are still under in
vestigation, but no clues have been,
found.
However, two of the
photographs were returned to the
owner, Dr. Conner Sutton, when a
student spotted them in a dorm room.
No one was prosecuted.
Paull said the new hours of the
Gallery, 9-5 Monday through Friday
instead of 9-9 Monday through Sun
day, will be a definite deterrent to
thefts due to the large number of
students on campus and therefore the
increased difficulty of safely stealing
art work.
Paull has plans to make the
Gallery even more theft proof by in
stalling an electronic security
. system.
He said he has inherited -many
problems one of them being the Art
Gallery, but among his priorities are
the installation of new projectors for
the U.C. Theatre and changing all the
'ocks in the Center. As soon as these
are taken care of the Art Gallery
pioblem will be solved.
Meanwhile, Paull is checking in
to a security system that is suited for
the Gallery. He rules out a closed

Inside this week
The
Drama
Depart
m e n t will open its fal
season with Paul Zindel
"Ladies a t the Alamo" on
October 1 1 . See Story
page 5
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Sports
Entertainment
Classified Ads
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circuit system for he feels it is too
easy to beat."
Last year's thefts, however, did
not deter artists from showing their
work at the Gallery. According to
Paull, the Gallery has been booked
until the end of the school year.
During the 1978-1979 school
year there was a conflict between the
Art Department and the Center
because of the opposing views con
cerning the use of the Gallery.
Last year, Professor Gil Dellinger
of the Art Department expressed his
concerns about the Gallery being sub
jected to smoke, food, and drink.
"The social atmosphere provided by
the lounge is not conducive to the
contemplative nature of art ap
preciation," he said.
Paull agrees that food and smoke
shouldn't be permitted in the Gallery
and is in the progress of enforcing a
non-smoking, non-eating policy in the
Gallery. However, concerning the
use of the Gallery as a study lounge,
Paull feels there is such a lack of
study area at the University that the
Gallery should remain open for
studying. "In fact, I'm planning to
add more chairs to the room to make
it more conducive to studying,' he
said.
It should be noted that all the art
work placed in the Gallery is covered
by the University's all risk insurance
policy, and artists who have had art
works stolen were reimbursed. But,
as Sutton stated, "The insured value
will not account for the hours and
time I put into them."

n
Bill Gleeson says he'd
like t o represent Pacific a s
t h i s y e a r ' s Homecoming
Queen. S e e story, page 1 0 .
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Baynes Bank of ASUOP in favor of
'

Crime does exist
even at UOP
One murder and one attempted rape have occured on campus in less than one month, and still
the illusion persists that UOP is immune to crime.
Each night dozens of students go out alone:
some because it's late and they don t want to in
convenience a friend to walk with them, some
because of night classes, and some because they
feel safe on "the good side of town.
Indeed we are fortunate to live in a close,
quiet community with our own campus police.
But our location is not an adequate shield from
reality. The off-campus community does have ac
cess to the University, and even students, as we
have seen in a recent murder case, can be involved
in crime. This could even be the case with the
"Lost dog" rapist, given the absence of attacks
between May and September, though hopefully

Last March, Martin Burt and I
were running for ASUOP office with
the same basic platform: we wanted
to reorganize the ASUOP Senate so
that it could provide efficient
representation that would be respon
sive to our Student Body.
Once elected to office we im
mediately began the task of
reorganization. Our main objectives
are to give the students more of an
opportunity for input on ASUOP
policy and to make the represen
tatives' actions accountable to the
students. We believe these are basicproblems with the existing Senate.

the timing is only coincidental.
In any event, there is no risk, however
necessary it might seem at the time, that is worth
taking when it comes to your personal safety.
How many times, as a youngster, were you
warned not to go out alone at night, not to talk to
strangers, and not to walk alone in abandoned
areas? The advice is still valid.
There are maps available pointing out the
better lit routes on campus. Use those routes, but
don't depend on them. An attempted rape oc
curred in one of those well-lit areas, not far
from a dormitory. So use the escort service at
your dorm, or call campus police for an escort.
Don't hesitate to call a friend to walk you to your

Letters to the Editor
much appreciated. Thank you.
Sincerely, Marie Radford

Do you feel like a eunuch? 1
.I most do. So I guess 1 have to do
iomething about it
I had an idea a few weeks ago, it
was a "Why you should not rent an
ASUOP refrigerator" idea. I hope
that idea created some thought.
But...I found out later from Rod Key
that the rental was very successful.
ASUOP made $8,000 on those
refrigerators. This money will sub
sidize the loan store — it makes the
loan store totally self sufficient. So
when I go to rent a pair of cross coun
try skis, a bat-k pack and a tent I
won't have to pay a rental fee. Thank
your refrigerator renter, everyone
else will enjoy your consumption.

A

TC fl

provides an

Editor's note: You seem to have
more information about The Hoops
than anyone else. I suggest you check
with your head resident.
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all the sacrifices involved in
i-student input would no, be
this initiative, we are truly sorry it of
rsrennr^ntativeswould
fers no reward of "equality . A
.untable for their actions.
not be accot
supervisor from Grace Covell would
'B" inhave 6 times the voting power of any
Moreover
constituent school representative.
troduces a consr
Three representatives from Grace in its' abundant bureaucrats —
Covell would control 10% of the total tape. In addition to a lengthy se ec
After much deliberation we draf
vote. Martin and I do not see this as a tion process, the Amendment
ted Ammendment "A". It gives all
move toward "equal" representation.
provides a complex voting structure.
students representation with super
There is no question that
Under this system we would have 5/
visors who are accountable to their
reorganization is necessary. The key
*
n
supervisors carrying 180 votes.
constituencies.
to reorganization is student par
measures cause unnecessary delays in
Off campus students will have
ticipation. Martin and I believe that
slow-moving
Senate
already
representation through their cons
Ammendment "A" will make a
meetings.
tituent schools. On-campus students
stronger, more expedient body than
either the Senate or Ammendment
will find their primary representation
"B". We urge the students to take an
With all the sacrifices involved in
in their living group as well as sup
port from constituent school gover
this initiative, we are truly sorry that
active stand on this issue.
nments.
All students will have
it offers no reward of "Equality.' A
Ammendment "A" is a simple
supervisor from Grace Covell would
representation channels to com
and concise structure that will allow
have 6 times the voting power of any
municate through
us to effectively mobilize student
Ammendment "B" provides an
constituent school representative.
lobbying !• will allow ASUOP to act
organization composed of one super
Three representatives from Grace
for the students, not in spite of them,
visor for every 120 students living off
Covell would control 10% of the total
Ammendment "A" cuts through the
campus. Martin and I, in writing
vote. Martin and I do not see this as a
present bureaucracy to establish a
Ammendment "A" considered such a
move toward "equal" representation.
workable system of representation.
program; we determined, however,
There is no question that reor
A group of concerned students
that off-campus students are simply
ganization
is necessary. The key to
have drafted an alternate plan: "B".
too diffused to be represented in a
reorganization
is student participa
This ammendment is built from the
"living group formal. Supervisors
tion.
martin
and I believe that
basic tenets of "A" but attempts to
>
ilc! '-'>t 11w> identifiable or»Amendment
"A"
will make a
stituencies — student input would • provide "equality by adjusting otistronger,
more
expedient
body than
cjnipus representation and voting
not be workable, and represeniaf" <>.
either the Senate or Amendment "B".
In their attempt,
would not be accountable lor their structures.
We urge the students to take an active
actions.
however, I hey lose the advantages
stand on this issue.
Moreover, Ammendment "B" in sought by Senate reorganization.

room, even if it is late.
Avoid the more dangerous areas of campus.
Don't cross the river alone. A woman was raped
there in afternoon daylight last May.
Keep in mind that there are few people in the
South Campus area when classes are not in
session, making that a risky place to be alone.
The Pacifican is not urging mass fear and
paranoia, but rather stressing the value of taking
all possible precautions.

Dear Editor,

.
„u.,„Aant bureaucratic red
in its' abundant
—
In addition to a lengthy selec
tape
the Ammendment
,i0" "'"implex voting structure.

Peggy Holm

mee\vfth

Editor's note:

Also, Ammendment A fails to
provide any provision for the effec
tive representation of off-campus
students.
Ammendment B maintains the
advantages of a single, identifiable
individual claimed by Ammendment
A and will keep the number of Super
visors proportionally small; however,
Ammend nent B also protects the
qualities of individual representation

the President's Office.

But anyway, my only hope is that
students will become more aware of
the social, economic, political, and
environmental dilemmas that are
happening around us. Students are
flowing with current fallacies with no
hesitation as to their future con
sequences.
We are the decision
makers of tommorrow, unfortunately
we base heroine llir ignorant stu
dents ol toil.i\ . II \ on would like lo do
something with your energy in a con
structive sort of way, then come to
the first meeting of the Students For
Awareness and Action, next Thurs
day Oct. 1 1 in the Regents' Dining
room at 9:00 p.m.
Thank you.
Richard McCormack

Dear Editor,
This summer I encountered the
experience of watching."The Hoops"
perform. My friends and 1 were awe
struck In their performance. As fans
we would like to know where we can
gel inhumation ahoul writing to
" The Hoops" and a calender of their
upcoming pcriorinanccs. Am inlorm at kin regarding "The Hoops" that
you can provide us with would be

Pacifican Staff Writer

"Listen...it's
obvious
he's
depressed but really; suicide? You
just don't jump to conclusions like
that, especially in public...leave him
alone, he'll snap out of it."
Two days later:
After the shot, the screams, the
ambulance, and the confusion, John's
parents received a call, informing
them that their son had killed him
self.
In almost every case, suicide
comes as an extreme shock. Relatives
are heart-broken and stunned, friends
can't believe it, and roommates have
no idea that it was "that bad."
Why is it that a.family member,
a classmate, a spouse, or a teammate,
can end their life while those closest
to him or her, suspect absolutely
nothing? The answers are varied and
complex, but a large part of the
problem is that most people are not
keyed in to clues, that in many cases,
preceed a suicidal attempt.
Let's back up a bit, before
examining these shifts in behavior
patterns. What, after all, drives a
person to that crucial decision point?
Of the eight, or so, Americans
that kill themselves each day, resear
chers conclude that most are caused
by physical and mental health
problems, romantic/marital dif
ficulties,
or
the
resulting
psychological depression.
Although guns take the lead, in
methods of killing oneself, bar
biturate poisoning also accounts for a
significant number of deaths. (This

should have definite implications tor
the manner in which prescription
drugs are issued.)
Because of their tragic frequency
and uniqueness, college suicides
deserve special attention. Many of
the same problems mentioned above,
also apply, but there seems to be an
unfortunate combination of stress
factors that exist in the academic set
ting.
Not only are most college stud
ents awas from home for the first
time, but the academispressures are a
newly discovered source of agitation.
Added to this, are the craving for
social/peer acceptance, the need for
intimate and emotional relationships,
and the confusion of deciding on
career goals. It is no wonder that for
this age group, the probability of
committing suicide is doubled by
going to college.
Since many of us have chosen to
go the traditional academic route, it
would be wise to take a closer look at
those clues or indicators that we
should be carefully watching for.
One of the Stockton Crisis Line
coordinators mentions these two; -considerable difficulty in sleeping
-verbalizations about death, or wan
ting to die
Dr. Vera Andress, a psychologist
from Riverside, CA, lists six(6) others;
unexpected preparations for death
-sudden loss of appetite, weight, or
sexual drive
-lack of interest in family or friends
-declining interest in work or bobbies
-abrupt disposal or dispersion of
prized possessions.
-heightened interest in guns, drugs,

ropes, ets.
These are by no means, definite
indicators of an oncoming suicide. It
may be possible for someone to
exhibit all eight, without any
thoughts of self destruction. It is not
however, very probable.
With something as final and un
forgiving as death, the proverbial
"ounce of prevention" is all we have,
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At a school that is charging'! '
the highest tuitons in the cout.
financial aid is a subject of inters
a great majority of people
should be of even more interes
students is that the news curre,
coming out of the financial aids o|

there is neither time nor place for a
"cure".
All too often, it is found by
looking in retrospect, that many of
these indicators were indeed present
before the final act.
(Part III will present some ideas
on what may help in an actual, per
sonal confrontation with suicide.)

Editor-in-Chief
Susan Pillow
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by offering a more equitable system
of vote apportionment: Not "one
man-one vote," but nonetheless, far
better than one vote regardless of the
number of students represented, as is
the case with Ammendment A.
A second, overriding con
sideration is the fact that Ammen
dment B offers a system that provides
representation for students residing
off campus, students who are still a
vital facet of the University com
munity.
You now have two over
whelming reasons to vote for Am
mendment B. Why vote for Ammen
dment A and go only half way from a
system that is unrepresentative to a
system that affords equitable
representation for all UOP students
when you can vote for Ammendment
B and proffer a system that retains all
the advantages of Ammendment A
and then goes on to accrue additional
benefits on its own merit in terms of
proportional
and
widespread
representation? It does matter.
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Suicide: Recognizing preparations for death
By Rick Griggs
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Robert Brunson of COPA in favor of ' B '
single, identifiable representative to
whom student? can go with a con
cern. (This is in addition to their
Constituent School representative), it
offers a body composed of a
reasonable number of represen
tatives; and it achieves, on the
aggregate, more representation by
going to each living group.
Unfortunately, Ammendment A,
for the "pleasure" of convenience,
sacrifices the more crucial element of
equitable individual representation;
clearly, not enough concern is shown
for this loss.
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troduces a considerable disadvantage

The Senate has long been ineffec
tual and, as a student government
structure, must be altered or
eliminated.
Its members have no identifiable
constituents. As a result, it is an un
deniable conclusion that the Senate
lacks a level of legitimacy that is ab
solutely crucial to the effectiveness of
any student government organization
and must be reformed or eliminated.
In an effort to encompass some of
the more effective facets of student
government participation and com
munication, Ammendment A was
drafted; it calls for a Board of Super
visors, selected from constituent
schools and living groups, each
representing a varied number of
students ranging from thirty to onehundred twenty-six.
The concept behind Ammen
dment A is sound; the living groups
are the place to go for input and par
ticipation.
Ammendment A establishes a
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diverse services for all areas of student life
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The
Student Life
Program
en)[T1passes a iroad range of services,
„tie of which many new students
!Jl)ain unfamiliar during their first
on campus.

from
Financial
Aids

By Charles Fee
Often it is difficult to close the
gap that exists between education and
the "real world."

The following series of articles
intended to review some of those

re

[•vices.

Ppfftry Holm

Although students in professional
schools have had the opportunity to
combine on-campus study with
professional work through an intern
ship program, few Liberal Arts pro
grams have offered such advantages.

Headed by Judith Chambers, the
oident Life Program is set up for the
rerall well-being of the individual
udent.
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But Cooperative Education, a
supervised program which combines
professional
experience
with
academic study has come to the
College of the Pacific to rescue
Liberal Arts students from the cycles
of the gap Tragedy.

Questions may be addressed to
je individual departments or to the

Tool that is charging f
At a scl
tuitons in the couni
of the highest
laid is a subject of interest
\ \A be of even more interest,

dent Life Office, 946-2451.
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o insure quality of residential life

i
' i *»> *> news cu™

By Mary Peppers
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Working with the well-being of

This year students are receivjsjdents through dorm staffing and
more in financial aids than l^grams is what UOP's Residential
"ding to Paul Phillips of the Ufe program is all about.

fTncial aids office; approximate Headed by Jesse Marks, the
I'Tmillion more. The actual num.0gram works with the needs of the
f students receiving financial aidant living in a residence hall.
not increased significantly but rat
According to Marks, "We are
more money is being received deemed with more than whether a
to
ient inbasic grants.
udent is eating well, sleeping well,
pajid has a place to study.
We're
hat
Another dramatic increase cajSp0nsible for the quality of his life.

There are three levels of staff
working for this goal: the residence
director, the head resident, and the
resident assistant.
While some of
their duties overlap, each staff
category has a distinct amount of
authority.
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in work study awards and sL are Concerned for his well-being,
plemental educational opportur, ^ secure!> Are his needs being
grants. Last year $95,000 was awaL|y ancj comfortably met?
,,1 Ihroiigli the S.K.fO.CL program.
compared to this yean $380,000.
' Our goal, he says, is to give
jeople the opportunity to develop
According to Phillips, this tueir skills and responsibilities.
'
will level off next year. The big jife're striving to insure that the
in financial aid allotments was juality of life in residence com
fstem pear and Phillips stated that Ifiunities is such that each person can

"one w as particularly lucky in the amofe the best that he can."
s, far of aid that its students received:
of the was recognized that UOP
more and did receive more from!
federallv funded programs. W e L
By Valerie Jean Lee
con- an 100% increase in work sti

this job, however most head residents
are graduate students working for
their degree.
The head resident and the R.A.
are trained to work in five main
areas:
(1) managerial/administra
tive; (2) policy implementation; (3)
crisis intervention; (4) referral; and
(5) group facilitation.
With crisis intervention and
referral the staff serves the residents
in an assistance capacity. Crisis in
tervention entails responding to
problems that arise, big or small.
Simple problems, such as a resident
locking his keys in his room are easily
solved, but for the more serious
problem, the staff strives for referral.
If a resident is having problems, per
sonal or academic, the staff will refer
him to a professional counselor who
is best equipped to handle them.
The last area in which the staff is
trained, group facilitation, reflects
the Residential Life program's major
goal. The main focus in this area is
for the staff to help others become
leaders hy providing opportunities
for the resident to become involved.
One of the ways this is accomplished
is through a resident-composed dorm
council.
Here the residents are
assuming their own degree of respon
sibility and competencies. Hopefully,
by doing things for their residence
community as a whole, residents can
gain a sense of identification and
' belonging.

Having responsibility for specific
residence communities, the residence
director has authority over both the
head resident and the resident
assistants.
Second and third in authority,
respectively, to the residence director
are the head resident and the resident
assistant, (R.A.). These staff members
live in the dorms, and so are the
programs most familiar represen
tatives to the students.
The head resident is responsible
for a specific dorm, and is expected
to respond to and handle dorm
problems. He supervises and directs
the resident assistants as well. No
specific credentials are required for

Academic and career goals
job list file, "which is a liaison between
graduating seniors and possible jobs.
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In addition, the Placement Cen
ter hosts employers for campus inter
views that afford graduating seniors
the opportunity to meet with poten
tial employers.
The long term goals of the Career
Planning and Placement Center are
to work in a co-operative way with
academic services and with the
educational, process and to develop a
course pertaining to career goals
during Winter Term.

by Patricia Shafer
The Center is open MondayFriday, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Individuals are joined according
to mutual interests. Partners usually
meet from two to four hours a week
depending on their schedules.
This volunteer program offers
sharing language skills and cooking,
exchanging cultural ideals, values,
and attitudes with some participation
in community and University events.
International Services puts out a
yearly handbook containing infor
mation on the Stockton area, Cali
fornia Laws and any additional
knowledge needed for a foreign
student entering a new environment.
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Conversation Partners
in its second semester, has

developed to acquaint foreign
tudents with conversational English,

For further information such as,
facts on diplomatic papers, involve
ment programs and workshops, con
tact the International Student Ser
vices office, WPC 110, (209)946-
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CO-OP works as a broker, con
necting students up with employment
which is related to their major field
of study. Our goal is to educate
through employment," says CO-OP
director, Dr. Jerry Briscoe.
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For further information about
CO-OP program, come into the CO
OP Office and pick up a copy of the
brochure "Cooperative Education Your Opportunity to Build a Career"
or phone 946-2273 for an appoin
tment to talk to a member of the CO
OP Office staff.
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Counseling Center

Advice, help for students
By Janet Chavez
The Counseling Center, located '
within the Cowell Health Center on
the northwest side of campus, is set
up to deal with adjustment dif
ficulties, school pressures, and per
sonal problems, when students are in
need of help or advice.

Kay Davis, Associate Dean of
Students at the University of the
Pacific fulfills several roles in student
life acting as an advisor to the

According to Beth Mason, direc
tor of the facility, the main objective
is to "enable the student to enhance
his educational experience."

With such an immense task at
hand, one must be well informed and
aware of the "stress points" within
the community.
Beth Mason, who has been with
the University since 1961 is that in
dividual.
She is aware of the classes, the
academic programs that charac
teristically cause tension on the cam
pus, and after 17 years, she still finds
her work challenging and hopes to
further expand the program in the
area of physical needs.

sororities, and working to till the

With the help of specialized parttime professionals drawn from the
community, the program offers a
variety of services ranging from the
Davis is also chairman of the
traditional personal counseling to
Academic Regulation Comittee
general staff consultation.
which deals with students who have
The center has evolved into a
problems concerning academic
program not only concerned about
requirements at Pacific.
individuals but involved with the
• total campus community. What star
Along with her associate Dr.
ted out as only a one to one service,
William Barr, Mrs. Davis is cons
now ventures in "group work,
tantly searching for new ways to
psychiatric evaluation, personality
change and improve student life at
and vocational testing."
UOP. They are both in charge of the
The staff also works closely with
orientation of the parents of new stu
the UOP faculty, residential life and
dents.
special program directors to deal
with difficulties that might be en
During their stay here at UOP
countered by the student population.
nearly every student comes in contact
with Kay Davis, in her vital role of
making the student's years at UOP
both educational and enjoyable.

special needs of handicapped stu
dents.
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Beth Mason

"The Academic Skills Center at
UOP is not a remedial program. It is
a developmental program," Dr.
Vickie Sanders, director of the
program said.
Established in 1975, and now
located on the second floor of Wen
dell phillips Center, the center offers
individual,
group,
and
selfinstruction services in reading,
writing, vocabulary, language and
study skills to students enrolled in the
university.
Of the students using the facility,
there is no one group that constitutes
a majority.
Freshman, transfer
students from junior colleges, and
athletes who are unaccustomed to the
heavy reading load that is common at
the university level use the center's
services a great deal, but any student
who wants to improve on reading
capabilities or study habits is
welcome.
The center, aside

from in

dividualized learning programs, has
developed three courses that are
given unit value by the university.
The reading efficiency course and the
college writing course are worth one
unit, and the study skills class (open
oqly to freshman) is worth two units.
Dr. Sanders considers these three
courses "the only classes on campus
that are iintegrated with every other
university course."
Courses are available in the fall
and the spring, and students register
for them at the time of regular class
registration.
When asked why college students
should even need to attend classes
that are concerned with basic reading
and writing techniques, Dr. Sanders
replied, that not being able to read
at the college level is not unusual, and
that she thinks all people should con
stantly work on their reading
abilities.
Dr. Sanders often refers to a line
by Goethe that much of the center's
activities are based on, "I have spent
my whole life learning to read."

itt

Join
The Pacifican
Staff
* Improve your writing ability
*Get to know the people who make
things work at UOP
* Learn marketable journalism skills

The Pacifican needs people with a few extra hours to
work as reporters. Aside from straight news, feature stories
can provide a creative challenge. Take assignments or
make up your own. People with good spelling and grammar
skills are needed to proofread.
The Managing Editor
position is open to someone with basic journalistic training
and knowledge of AP style. Managing Editor is a paid
position and requires about 30 hours per week.

machines has already begun. "It's
been & lo^g time coming and it took a
lot of paper work, but the present
machines break down so often that

By Mike Bross
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Employment through CO-OP is
available during either fall or spring
semester, and in the summer. How
ever, Assistant Director, Kerry
Robertson suggests that the longer
the term of employment the more ad
vantageous it will be for the student,
"The optimal period of employment

Movies, mini courses, videotapes at Univ. Center

1—*•—ai
relations between
C°mmunity

The goal of the CO-OP as Briscoe
sees it, will be to form a network of
Iacuity advisers who will work with
employers in channeling students into
jobs. A student can then contact the
CO-OP his freshman or sophomore
year and begin to design a program
with a faculty advisor. This will
become part of the total educational
process at UOP.

CO-OP works in this way: a stu
dent interested in employment con
tacts the CO-OP to discuss the kinds

whr'Campus Work study
wage genera"y Pay the mini'

thaf^lu /'nanc'a'

of jobs the student may benefit from.
Once an area of employment is
decided on, a faculty adviser is
assigned, and both CO-OP and the
adviser investigate job placement.
All positions are full-time unless
otherwise specified, and all are paid.
In
conjunction
with
em
ployment, academic credit is
available through a program
designed by the student and his
faculty adviser.

Academic skills: 'Not remedial'
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the new ones will save money."
Other long range plans that Paull
hopes to put into effect before the
school year ends are to put a ticket of
fice in the Center, to put together an
exhibition program showing experts
in such activities as karate and tnsbee
throwing, to build up the mini-course
program, and to attempt to unify the

Call Today
946-2114
or come by our office
Third Floor, North Hall

club sports.
'The students are very deman
ding"

stated Paull. "All they want te

see is results. These goals will be ac
complished soon but they do take
time and I hope the students realize

this."

Videotapes in Planning

Center

sports
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Tigers tackle
KrpakToledo attributes the break
downs to concentration and doesn t
believe that there is any physical

'

_ ,

By Karen Komsak
Pacifican Sports Editor

Frustration has been the outcome
of the last two Tiger football games.
Mistakes, or as Head Coach Bob
Toledo calls them, individual break
down, have left the Tigers 0-1 in con
ference play, 1-3 overall.
"We're just frustrated right now
because of all the mistakes that we've
made," says Toledo. "They aren't
mental, and they aren't coachable,
they're just individual breakdowns."
"We aren't a good enough team
to make that many mistakes and still
win," adds Toledo.
In Saturday's qjatch against Cal
State Fullerton, three mistakes lead to
scoring for Fullerton. Without the
mistakes, Toledo believes that the
Tigers should have won the game.

UOP women's volleyball, ranked fifth in the nation, are demonstrating
thiis talent as they have breezed through the season undefeated this far.
Pictured above is Sophomore Jayne Gibson (15).

Volleyball has
skill in win
By Tammy Breeht
Pacifican Staff Writer

When a team is ranked fifth in
nation, playing local teams is not
Just ask
much of a challenge
Women's Volleyba Loach Taras
Liskev yell.
"It's bad playing teams like
Weber and Sacramento State because
it's tough for our team to concentrate
and get motivated," says Liskevyeh.
The Tigers certainly looked
motivated against Weber State on
September '20th .is thev pounded out
a 15-0, 15-5, 15-5 win. Pacific was
led l>\ Sophomore Ja\ lie l.ibson who
registered nine kills. Kim McDonald
; chalked up six kills and Patty Berg
; five. Liskevyeh was pleased with the
; Tigers' home-opening win, but held a
• pre-ganic practice session because he
• knew Weber State would not be
• much of a workout.
Although it's hard to tell where
the Tigers are as a team, Liskevyeh
. pointed to some surprizing standouts
on the Pacific roster.
As lar as substitutes go,
- Liskevyeh lias nothing hut praise for
Sophomore Ann Connolly.
The
French and Math major from
Chicago Illinois has come off the
bench to give Pacific some solid
plav ing power.
Blocker Kim McDonald is
playing her best season vet at UOP,
according to Liskevyeh. The 5-11
Junior has been one of Pacific's most
consistent players, ranking up there
with All-American Patty Berg and US
Jr. Olympian Jayne Gibson. The
modest McDonald gives all the credit
to Liskevyeh.
"When 1 came to UOP, I had
nothing but the potential. Coach
Liskevyeh really worked with me,
especially on my serving, and helped
the

Spearheaded by the scoring of
Captain Steve Mix ,and Chris
Robinett and the stingy defense of
goaly Jeff Wallace the University of
the Pacific water polo team defeated
Santa Clara 13-10 at the opponents
pool last Tuesday.

The non-league contest boosted
the Tigers record above .500 overall
and remained at 0-1 in league com
petition.
With only three seniors and two
juniors on the roster, inconsistency
has plagued the squad thus far. "If
we develope consistency," explained
Head Coach Connor Sutton, "we can
stay right there.''

Aside from consistency, accor
ding to Sutton, is the fact the players
need to break some bad habits.
"The players fall into habits,"
explains Sutton. "Some happen to

....

error.
savs
. "We can move the ball.
have to move it
Toledo, "We just
enough to get it in the endzone.
As it stands now, the team has
"nowhere to go but up.
"We control our own destiny,
adds Toledo. "We have nothing to
lose and everything to gain.
This Saturday the Tigers will
travel to Iowa State where they will
compete in a non-conference match
at 11:30 a.m. (PDT).
"Iowa is physically much better
than us," says Toledo.
If we play
perfect, we can beat them. We must
play perfect though, because their
much more physicsalthan us.'

"They've got a real nice team:
well-coached and good-sized. If they
hang in there this year, they have an
excellent shot for the National title.
Absolutely."
The fifth-ranked Tigers then
breezed by the Cal Bears 15-5, 15-4,
15-7 at last tuesday's home match.
Junior Shay Pang, who had been
hampered by an injury, made her
season debut in game two. Jayne
Gibson and Kim McDonald turned in
the match's most outstanding per
formances.
Tiger fans will get a chance to see
the volleyballers in action at the Oc
tober 11 th home match against UC
Santa Clara. Gametime is 7 p.m.

By Mike Bross
Pacifican Sports Writer

After falling to Sacramento State
3-0, the University of the Pacific soc
cer team will play at always tough
San Jose State Saturday.
Against Sacramento State, the
squad played probably its best game
of the year. "We started to work bet
ter as a team," explained first year
coach Bruce Spaulding. "The players
are beginning to listen to each other
on the field."
The team's record dropped to 0-9
on the season, but Spaulding has seen
a constant improvement from the
athletes. "We're starting to mold
together as a unit."
There have been some individual
standouts though. "Goalie Bill
Barker played very well against
Sacramento," Spaulding remarked.
"And I feel the more time he plays in
the goal, the better he'll get. Also
freshman John "J.J." Grimes is per
forming well. Against Sacramento,
"J.J." their top scorer, who happened
to score three goals when we played
last year, to nothing."
Team leadership this year has
come from captain Greg O'Dell and
Paul Richards. "O'Dell's good
pissing has distributed the ball all
over the field and Richards has been a

To
To

be good, but the majority tend to hurt
the team. The players will make a
play that they shouldn't and if it pays
off, its hard for them to realize that it
never should have. Their negative
action is being reinforced."

Mix is also still very optomistic
about the games yet to be played.
"With such a yong team," says Mix,
"the more games we play, the better
we should get. We'll be competitive
no matter who the opponent is."

And the opponents happen to
be some of the toughest in the nation.
Against Pepp -dine University, the
number one team in the nation,
UOP hung in until the end, finally
falling 19-11.
"We played very
aggressively against a team that has a
great deal more talent than us," explains Mix.

mistakess^
Jessi

make up
up for Iowa's size, the
make
Tigers will try a couple of new plays
such as double teaming at point of at
tack, more play action passes, and
more throwing on first downs.
'"jtVe're going to let it all hang
out," says Toledo, and do some 'wow'

things."
Next Saturday, October 13, UOP
will face Southwestern Louisiana in a
non-conference game in Louisiana.
the
As for the remainder of
as
the
opposition
gets
more
season,

difficult, Toledo surmises, "Unt,
have experience we will |
problems. Sander is learning,
gaining good confidence. When", M(
fhrow the ball that much, you'll
»
interceptions.
According to Toledo, there
g Colii Young
times that you can have mistakes ^ exCited audience
they won't hurt as much but Conservatory
when it happens that hurts jjtorium oi the ni£
most."
Up till now, the Tigers
really been hurt.

By Shellie Thorkelson
Pacifican Sports Writer

Last week the field hockey team
traveled to another away game to
compete against Cal and were
defeated with a score of 8-0.
The Tigers did not score in the
game but Coach Konet felt the team
held their own even though points
were made by the opposing team. The
opposition scored after the first five
minutes in the game but did not make
their second goal until twenty-seven
minutes had been played in this quar
ter. Cal then made three more points,
putting the Tigers behind 5-0.

This afternoon the team will host
Long Beach State, in their second
Pacific Coast Athletic Association
contest, which will begin at 3 p.m.

good hard worker all season," ex
plained the coach. Also mentioned
by Spaulding for his aggressive play
was midfielder Geoff Smyth, a tran
sfer student in his first year at Pacific.
Team leadership this year has
come from captain Greg O'Dell and
Paul Richards. "O'Dell's good
passing has distributed the ball all
over the field and Richards has been a
good hard worker all season," ex
plained the coach. Also mentioned
by Spaulding for his aggressive play
was midfielder Geoff Smyth, a
transfer student in his first year at
Pacific.
The'team's slow start can be at
tributed to several reasons. One is the
change from a zone to a man-to-man
type defense. "As shown by holding
Sacramento to only three goals, the
defense is starting to come together,"
Spaulding commented.
"Also our opponents have been
playing together as a team much
longer than us. We have a lot of new
players. So it will take time for them
to get to know each other well," says
Spaulding.
A third reason for UOP's tough
season is the fact that the soccer team
was given no scholarship for 1979.
"Last year I was hired too late to do
any recruiting. Next season I hope
the team gets its fair share of scholar
ship athletes."

By Patrick McDowell
Pacifican Staff Writer

"It would be great to have
crowds."
So says Gwynne Beach, freshman
member of U.O.P.'s lledgling
women's field hockey team. Her sen
timents echo the thoughts of most
female hockey players who, despite
the fact that their sport is played in
twenty- two countries and has at
tained Olympic status, feel that
hockey is left by the wayside when it
comes to public interest.

'••I*
%
v

Photo by Susan Shinkai

Kelly Bulow

"It's like most women's sports,"
says her teammate Kelly Bullow, also
a,freshman. "We don't have a big
following. But that way we can pla'
because we like to."
Beach, Bulow, and Laura fvi
Carthy are new additions to U.O.P. s
women's field hockey team, now in
its third year of inter-collegiate com
petition. All of the girls are from San
Diego, the greatest breeding ground
of high-school field hockey in
California.
Bulow and McCarthy both
played for San Marcos High School,
the three-time California Interscholastic Federation Champion
In the second half of the game Hockey Team. Beach was also a
Cal scored three more points, putting C.I.F. All-Star.
the score at 8-0. In the last fifteen
minutes of the game no points were
made by either team. Konet felt that
the Tigers stuck with their defense
considering no points were made the
last fifteen minutes.
IN;--' '
Konet 'said that the team played
exceptionally well considering they
were playing on astroturf, making a
faster game where the ball does not
bounce as much as on grass. The turf
made it a little difficult for the team
to play on since it is such a drastic
Photo by Susan Shinkai
change from their home ground.
"It was difficult for our girls to
play on Cal's astroturf and we were
missing one of our key players, Jill
Moore, who is out with a back in
jury," says Doris Meyer, field hockey
coordinator.
The team's next match will by
Wednesday October 10 at home
against Stanford.

SPORTS BRIEFS
• Senior Inside Linebacker Brad
Vassar was one of five players to be
nominated as Air California-PCAA
Defensive Player-of-the-week, for
games played September 29. Finally
chosen for the honor was Richard
Aguilar, middle guard for Cal State
Fullerton.

• The Sprite • Bottlers Grand Prix
will be held at Laguna Seca Raceway
October 12-14. It will feature the
Sports Car Club of America's (SCCA)
premier series, the Citicorp Datsun
Can-Am Challenge and Trans-Am
Championship. Also scheduled will
be the SCAA San Francisco Regions
professional series, the Ford Dealers
Formula Ford Challenge, and three
amateur regional races.

f

•Senior Linebacker Dallas Nelson
was one of ten players nominated as
the Miller Brewer Company
Northern California player of the
week September 22. Chosen for the
honor was Stanley Reese, Cal State
Chico outside linebacker.

Laura McCarthy

The girls have been playing field
hockey from three to five years,
developing their skills to a level
where Meyers feels that "they could
play first string on any team. They're
very competitive." They need to be,
for I ield hockey is a fast moving,
heavy action sport, demanding a lot

28.
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Hockey looks hopeful

Water polo battles inconsistency to stay afloat
By Mike Bross
Pacific Sports Writer

.

Soccer needs
first victory

me to develop. He's great! says Mc
Donald.
McDonald feels that blocking
and outside hitting are her strong
points, and that Pacific is going "all
the way" to the National Champion
ship.
The Tigers certainly Seemed
determined to fufill Kim McDonald s
prophecy as they stomped Sacramen
to State last Monday in the UOP
Gymnasium. Game one of the Hor
net/Tiger match proved to be I hemost exciting and exasperating.
Pacific dominated the game to 13-4
until Sacramento made a surprising
comeback to tie it at 13-13.
"It was a total lack of concen
tration," said McDonald.
For
tunately, the Tigers pulled themselves
together with the help of Junior Nan
cy Bratcher and overpowered the
Hornets 15-13.
Pacific breezed
through games 2 and 3 at 15-4 and
15-7. Ofher Pacific standouts include
Junior Judy Lee with 9 kills, Berg
with 10, McDonald with 11, and
Jayne Gibson with an impressive 14.
"Whoa!" was all Sacramento
State Coach Debby Colberg could say
at first about the Tigers' performan-
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Gwynne Beach

SPORTS BRIEFS
• Senior Tight End Mike House
was one of five players to be
nominated as Air (California-PCAA
Offensive Player-of-the-week, for
games played September 29. Finally
chosen for the honor was Rich Parros,
tailback for Utah State.
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Jesse Colin Young rocks campus
ew album released

surmises, "Until
Toledo
difficultexperience we win
11 h
n,,
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' Sander is learning, a,
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Pr°blemeood confidence. When
2'"ninV hall that much, you'll hJ
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By Paul Moran
Pacifican Entertainment Editor

'"^v'cording to Toledo, there j

jesse

Coiin

Young brought in a

that you can haVC n!'S ,a CS,Hery excited audience which packed
times t
t hurt as much but '1^ Conservatory
of
Music
won
they
that hurts
happens
^Auditorium on the night of Septem-

when

Bi
P
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the Tigers

,

[,er28.

na|

Young undoubtedly fulfilled the

apprcciative

fans, who filed out of the
auditorium with satisfied expressions
in their faces.
It was slightly surprising to hear

really beenhurt.

tockey

ll,e change of style in Jesse's music.
Before, he was more of a James
Taylor type — soft rock music. Now
as music tends to be of a more
,eavier rock nature. But nonetheless,
affJ
Oft

Held decisions
l"
the

t(„me of a game
°i (| as a cross between soe«

Patrick McDowell
is asp,
Pacifican Staff Writer
slowly growing
which
, throughout the world.
nularity
popu
Laura, and Kelly aj Keith Metzger and his band
Gwynne,
Laura notes ttypened an all-musical show featuring
h(KkeV, held hockey
is

hockey spreading Colin Young at the UOP Con^be great to get three of fcLrvatory of Music on Sept. 28. The
It would
aril get the word oun1-year old COP student played
tpanis goiag '
\\\< want to spread the sport arounjlUveeral of his own songs which he
impatltnlnTget

"we ve

Victorv may be

the

greatyescribes as

mellow, accoustical

outhpiece of all. The U.O.P. teLisic with some good rock and roll

did very well in a recent tournamkown in." He also did an excellent;
Meyers attrihuLterpretation of Dan Fogelberg's
in Sacramento.
some of the success to Carla Konet}-As The Raven Flies.
Metzger s
veteran of the. U.S. Hockey squ^and composed of several UOP stuwho was

American influences. The five piece
band is enhanced by an orchestra and
Young, who is from Northern a big chorus on the album (sometimes
California, was formerly with the it sounds like the Tabernacle Choirr)
Youngbloods.
He records with which can rise from a whisper to a
Elektra/Asylum Records and his most crash. The whole thing involves a
recent album is titled "American certain amoung of orchestration done
Dreams."
by Jesse and his drummer Jeff Myer.
Many songs from the album were
Jesse has many deep thoughts in
heard. An outstanding highlight of
volved with his music writing. "My
the concert was a shorter version of
songs deal with the importance and
"American Dream Suite" (the energy of dreaming. From 1967 on,I
original version is 18 minutes in guess I felt that the dreaming of our
length).
generation and the generations after
The suite has five sections with us is slipping away, and the energy
other movements within them and disappearing. I think the future is
something that we dream and if we
encompasses elements of blues, rock
and roll, Jamaican music, and all the don't do it actively as individuals we
end up in a world made up of other
people's dreams, people like IBM
maybe, or Standard Oil.
Jesse Colin Young commented
on some of his other songs.
"Reveal Your Dreams" — "This
is another personal song. To me, it
has the tempo of early Beatles, with a
ballad ending, and Jesse Colin Young
mixed up with all of that."
Like the "American Dream
Suite," it deals with the importance
of dreaming. This tune has to do
with a woman who hangs onto her
dreams so intensely that they are
Loggia's
manager.
destroying her — her childhood
Hopefully, they'll'be able to do somedreams, her knight in shining armor
thjng W|th them Today y()u need a
dreams are not coming true. It's
M more than talent or contacts. You

ranked among the top thirjents, contributed heavdy to what

also neted a bit of luck

t'.S. players in 1973.^ "She's a griLany observers felt was a "stealing oT
Laura. 1 m earninaheshow.
lot iron her and 1 think she'll take
Metzger was approached for the
(cam a long way."
job by ASUOP chairman Greg; Spencoach,

beautiful to have dreams you can get
a piece of, that you can work into
your life — it can destroy you to hang
on to impossible dreams."
"Rave On" (Sunny West, Bill
Tilghman, Norman Petty)—"I've
been carrying this around sinceI was
a kid, andI just wanted to do it. We
do it straight-up slide guitar with a
slap-echo rocabilly bass overdub to
get that twangy sound."

COP student gets break

d;;;;;;;
an

it was great to clap your hands and
stomp your feet to.

says

Kejth
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a

musical career for the last five years,
^-professionally in bars
^ gt
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"Southern California has grdcer, who decided to hire Keith after servat
high school teams, but very lit learning of his success in opening for „Ka,apana
good college competition,
a apana, ast
sa the Hawaiian )an ,
Coach Doris Meyers. "U.O.P. plaisPr*n&- Kt it i <. njoyt ( t e
a apana
(wo teams in the country's top tw show but notes that opening for Jesse

has
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j-!ave really helped get my name OUt."
Comm. Arts major. "Bill
Graham has ta,ked wjth me about

tv. So people who are serious
Young will probably help him piaying for bim Especially now that
hoi kc\ often come up north."
more than last years act.
Jesse pve got a fun band, mv sound is betThe three freshman all seem [Colin Young is known all over
e ^ ^ more peop|e are interested in
aurrc. "U.O.P. has a g<«)d teaujsays. "Playing for him could help my ^ work "
hjm

Having more people interested in
Kejth -n the ,east

for a musical career, Metzger says, ..j ^ p,ayjng
"I'm going to send a couple demo be says
tapes to some contacts at Columbia focuse(j

jn the

Conservatory,"

"Everyone's attention is
on you, and not on what

and Elektra/Asylum that I met last they're drinking or who they're
year. I'll also send one to Bobby talking to, like in a bar. It's a really
cean, a KHJ disc jockey, and one to

Drama

g00d feeling."

Dapartment

As is evident1 in some of his
quotes, Jesse has some very deep and
emotional thoughts. But one thing
which sort of bugs is the fact that he
backs these beautiful lyrics with that
heavy rock sound. At times it seems
as if his main concern is putting on a
"show" rather than putting across a
point.

Conservatory offers variety
By Julie Lehman
Pacifican Staff Writer

Young

ab<|Colio

career quite a bit.
, When asked what plans he has

"Slow and Easy" (Young)—"The
best is very contemporary; it's almost
like mellow disco. People may be
amazed to hear this tune coming
from me, with these slick backup
vocals. But it's the wayIwrite;I just
try to find a musical home for these
songs, where they'll be comfortable,
and this one was comfortable with
strings and backup vocals."
"Knock on Wood" (STeve Crop
per, Eddie Floyd)—"Another song
that just go to me, that I've been
carrying in my head.
It's the
traditional soul and rhythm and
blues sound."

Do you ever wonder where all
those music students on campus hide
out after dark? try looking for them
at the Conservatory.
Located at the corner of Pacific
Ave. and Stadium Dr., it is relatively
accessible to all students on campus.
The music is almost always good, and
the programs are Varied enough to
give even the most hesitant among
you an excuse to go. And for those
students worried about their enter
tainment budgets, here s your chan
ce; almost all student concerts are
free.

Sets Agenda

minimal, considering the profes- | Europe, and is seen by Buckbee as a
sionalism of the'play. For $2.00, good choice for many reasons.
Gwynne Beach
students can get in to see this very ef "There are lots of roles and the music
season with "Ladies At The Alamo,
fective season opener. General public is not overly difficult. It is bubbly,
.comments the extroverted Beach, by Paul Zindel.
admission charge is slighty higher- melodic and fun-good for voices."
go lo
ti
j".''. i"' W;'"' 1° 8"
to a schooi til
"Ladies At The Alamo," says
Wolak is also excited about the
'it have aa mvifl
fww.t Kahn, "examines the changing roles $4.00 a person.
good t'ioM
field hock
choice,
"The opera is not alabaster,
If you wish to reserve seating,
P^nr And U.O.P. is also stro of women in todays society. Women
it's
musical
comedy, complicated Ivy
academically,"
now compete harshly for status and contact Dr. Kahn at 946-2289 *.
love interests, young girls, romanticIn November the Drama Depar
Konei's ideas differ: "Coachii power, and the ladies at the Alamo
foibles,and debauchery."
tment
will combine forces with the
is onlv 10 percent of the job.
theatre are combative, as they vie lor
Darrel Persels of the Drama
Conservatory of Music to mount a
P'ayers
90
percent and 0 control of the theatre."
Department
faculty will design the
playvers are giving it all."
"There is some nostalgia in Zin- production of "Boccaccio", a mid- | sets for "Boccacio,"and Sandra Per
Part of the teams' grit may I clcl's play, h>r traditional female 19th cintury opera by Franz von
sels will design costumes.
The
Suppe. George Buckbee ol the Con
Ue to the magnetic, attraeti qualities overshadowed by 'he intense
University of the Pacific Symphony
servatory faculty will be musical
qualities o| the sport itself. Kel political struggles within the theatre.
Orchestra will perform the music.
director, and Dr. William J. Wolak of
Lynelle Frankfort of the Conser
iT?'u ^ Up 3S "a
°f 'un aru' I! there is a gain lor womin, there is
the Drama Department faculty will
' Wr(l work. When things wo also a loss."
vatory faculty will assist Buckbee as
direct.
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is
an
en
vocal coach. The east is expected to
"eatU'C|Y.they re SUPP°Sed U>
The comic opera, based on the , include bdth Conservatory and
i..
,
^cy don't go as they trY in tile American College 1 heat10
"Decameron" by Giovanni Boccac- (
to, but still work out thai Festival, a festival in which U.O.P
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eid, is a standard repertory item in',
great
'
has had great success in the past.
Phntnbv Sumh Shinkai
r'1(' girls are very confident till Produced by the American 1 heatrc
thin
will? W'" Work 0UL that the seas Association, the ACTF each year otProfitable.
fcrs colleges a chance to participate
P
0
P
S
,
; ;' first NCAC conferefl in one of 13 regional festivals. Five
hdd in Stockton agail shows are selected from each region
Shnf, 1
^•inford on October 10, at 2:00pm 1» participate in a regional conferenoe. Up to 10 shows entered at the
regional level will appear in•a
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University of the Pacific's Drama
Department will open its 1979 tall

national festival held at the Kennedy
Center in late April. In addition, the
ACTF offers actors a chance to com
pete for the Irene Ryan acting

® Senior Lr-L- r '
gr°Ve' Centef
football u
Was nominated as " seholarship.
of f0u ,
Kahn feels that the festival is
PCA.\ n'fryers for Air Californ
beneficial in that it provides an op
'or cam CnS1Ve Player of the W'
portunity for students to see the best
Chosen T P'aye(f September
in university theatre, and the festival
Jewerl ti° rece've the honor
I
interpersonal relations
mas tai'back for San J^ pro™>tes
State
between schools.
.
"Ladies At The Alamo" will
°Pen in the Studio Theatre Oct., I E
12, 13 andl8, 19 and20. The cast in
cudes Susan Gage, Kelly Thomas
finished •••!? nia£azine recenl
and Melissa Myers, all familiar to
CollegeF- T Penthouse 20 W<>J
Pacific
audiences, and new members
Tflose? ootball T earns of 1979-80
Tea'His
<>f the drama department, Susan
were, Nof'
^estem 1 ..i in •order
"
Harper and Tracy Graham.
Texas £|
University
Dr Sy M. Kahn Department
raso.
Vanderhilt, Idalj
....
Chairman, will direct. David Eakin
ersity
"gl
of the Drama Department staff wil
Willi,
0&OI1 State, W't design the set, and Sandra Persels o
la> LiKiice
Army, Illinois, Bost|
faculty will
Kansas Syracruse, Si- the drama department
Uif.,
-State
oostume the show.
State1 -a,nlM 'ula,M'« Washing'1;
Admission prices are quite
^Memphis State.
T,ger

E'V

Professors who teach at the Con
servatory are offered the chance to
display their talents in what is called
the Resident Artist Series.
Ira Lehn opened the series on Oc
tober 1 with a cello recital.
Continuing the RAS will be the
Pacific Arts Woodwind Quintet on
October 16 at 7:00, Dale Fjerstad
giving a trumpet recital on October
17 at 8:15, basson and clarinet recital
on the 29th by Donald DaGrade and
William Dominik at 8:15, and £m
organ rectal given by Charles
Schilling on the 30th, also at 8:15.
All recitals are held in the Con
servatory Auditorium.
Coming up in mid-October, is the
Homecoming Weekend Special Con
cert, hv the UOP Jazz Band. They
put 011 a spectacular show! Under the
direction ol Tony Kissane, the hand
has been getting better everu year.
And, last hut not least, did you
know that Stockton has a semiprolcssional orchestra? Their season
opens Oct. 10, and 11. They have
guest performers at most concerts,
however the first has yet to be an
nounced. In the past, they have lured
to Stockton such notables as JeanPierre Rampal, flutist, and Beverly
Sills.
There are six pairs ot scheduled
' concerts for the 1979-80 season. It is
possible to buy season tickets starting
at twenty dollars per seat. II you
don't want to commit yourself to that
many concerts, tickets ctin be ob
tained at the Box Office. All concerts
are held on the Delta College campus,
and information is available by
calling the Stockton symphony
Assosc., at 462-1533.

Jesse Colin Young performed for an enthusiastic audience on Sep
tember 28 in the university's conservatory.

CAMPUS

CALENDAR
Friday, October 5
ASUOP Outdoor Noontime Concert: "The Weirz" - Anderson Lawn
12:00 noon
ASUOP Film: "The Boys from Brazil" - U. Cen. Theatre - 6 & 9 p.m.
Kappa Psi Casino Night
Saturday, October 6
ASUOP Film: "The Boys from Brazil" - U. Cen Theatre - 6 & 9 p.m.
Asian Alliance Dance - Great Hall - 9:00-12:00 midnight
Sunday, October 7
ASUOP Film: "The Boys from Brazil" - U. Cen. Theatre - 3, 6 & 9 p.m.
Monday, October 8
Columbus Day Celebration
Tuesday, October 9
Art Dept. Exhibit: Jim Kaneko, Painter & Frances Desne, Sculptor - U.
Cen. Gallery - 9:00-5:00 p.m.
UCPC Film: "The Flying Dutchmen" - U. Cen. 1heatre - 9 p.m.
Wednesday, October 10
UCPC Film: "King of Hearts" - U. Cen. Theatre - 7, 9, & 11 p.m.
UCPC Rathskellar Ent. Comm: Dating Game - U. Cen. Rathskeller - 9
p.m.
Thursday, October 11
UCPC Homecoming Queen Contest - Gold Room - 7 p.m.
UCPC Film Series: "Marriage in the Shadows" - U. Cen. Theatre - 9 p.m.
Play: "Ladies of the Alamo ' - Studio Theatre - 8 p.m.
Friday, October 12
ASUOP Film: "House Calls" - U. Cen. Theatre - 6 & 9 p.m.
Play: "Ladies of thp Alamo" - Studio Theatre - 8 p.m.
Phi Delta Chi Snuffy Smith Stomp (pre-rush)
Saturday, October 13
ASUOP Film: "House Calls" - U. Cen. Theatre - 6 & 9 p.m.
UCPC College Bowl - Long Theatre - 7:30 p.m.
Play: "Ladies at the Alamo" - Studio Theatre - 8 p.m.
Newman Semi-Formal Dance - Marina Yaqht & Tennis Club - 9:00-1:00
a.m.
Sunday, October 14

1

ASUOP Film: "House Calls" - U. Cen. Theatre - 3,6 &9 p.m.
Monday, October 15
Faculty Piano Recital: Carol Hayes - Conservatory Aud. -8:15 p.m.
Tuesday, October 16
Jr. Comp. Recital: Robin Hammer - Conservatory Aud. - 7 p.m.
RAS Pacific Arts Woodwind Quintet - Conservatory Aud. -8:15 p.m.
UCPC Film Series: "Greaser's Palace" & "Beatiemania 6" - U. Cen.
Theatre-9 p.m.
Wednesday, October 17
RAS Trumpet Recital: Dale Fjerstad - Conservatory Aud. -8:15 p.m.
UCPC Rathskeller Committee: Amateur Night U. Cen. Rathskeller - 9
p.m.
Thursday, October 18
Play: Ladies at the Alamo" - Studio Theatre - 8 p.m.
UCPC Film Series: "African Queen" & "Beatiemania 7" - U. Cen. Theatre |
-9 P.M.

Unique activities set for Rat
Thomas Golabeck, chairman for
the Rathskellar Entertainment Com
mittee, has announced plans for some
rather unique activities for the up
coming month of October.
One such activity is a revision of
the television show "The Dating
Game." The event will be held Oc
tober 10 at 9 p.m. in the Rathskellar.
Students are encouraged to pick
up an application at the info booth
located in the University Center. Oc
tober 3 is the deadline to return your
application form.
From all applicants, two sets will
be chosen; one set consisting of 1
male and 3 females and the other con
sisting of 1 female and 3 males. Win
ners will receive a "Night on the
Town."
Another planned event is a con

cert given by the "No-Names", a
band consisting of UOP students.
They will perform their own original
charts, chiefly rock and roll blues.
Also planned is a Fall Amateur
Night. This is considered one of the
highlights for this year s schedule.
October 17 is the set dat J.
Student, staff and faculty with
any sort of talent such as singers,
; dancers, comedians, etc. can sign up
by October 15. Prizes will be awar
ded for the three best performances of
the night.
It would be greatly appreciated if
everyone would take some part ill
these activities. After all, they are
designed for the studenTs. So we're
looking forward to seeing you all at
these events.
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Gone with the windfall

Mike Allen:
Scarlet O'Hara did not have a
beautiful face. She had that pointed
chin of her great grandfather, John D.
Rockefeller, and a square jaw like her
uncle Nelson.
But Scarlett had a hell of a body
and she could have any oil magnate
she wanted. In fact, she could have
anything at all if she wanted it.
Scarlett was rich.
She lived in a big house with lots
of servants. Her daddy bought all her
clothes at Saks Fifth Avenue, and on
Her 16th birthday he bought her a
Mercedes.
Scarlett was also very smart and
she invested her $500 a week
allowance so well that by 18 she had
also acquired a Lincoln Continental,
two chauffers, and a Beta Max.
Bui Scarlett (lid one thing that
was real dumb. She fell in love with a
poor boy named Jimmy. She offered
him a lucrative position with her
daddy's oil firm if he would marry
her. But jimmy was happy to work
for peanuts and he eventually
married a girl named Roselynn.
Scarlett was heartbroken.
She was also pissed.
"You coward!" she screamed at
Jimmy. "You're afraid to marry me.
You'd rather live with that stupiil lit
tle fool who can't open her mouth ex
cept to say Yes' or'No' and raise a
passel of mealy-mouthed brats just
like her!"
Scarlett was kind of cute when
she got mad.
But Scarlett made the best of it
l>\ marrying an oil executive named
Rhett But tier. The two of them were
wining and dining in Paris when the
1973 oil embargo began and Rhett
had to go back home and take care of
business.
Scarlett got cute again.
But Rhett devised a scheme to

am broke and the money would
come in handy.

?

?

?

?

bank in Stockton but I can te you
what I pretend to know about them.
But first you must ask yourse
a
moral question. How much is your
semen worth to you? Also, when do
you recognize the spermatozoan as
an economic need and when do you
treat it just as sperm? These are
tough questions, but you must ask
yourself because once you sell your
sperm you can't get them back, even
if you do have your sales receipt.
And there is no sense crying over
spilled milk.
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there i s . overpopulation, people st
ing and an abundance of orp|
when $304,777,158 is to be eati
Just think, we could have a j,
Lewis Spermatazoan Telethon. \
who believe it is morally wrong t,
paid for sperm could donate fl
sperm to the Telethon and let
charitable organization reap
benefits. Maybe there could bt
Events Center Spermathon.

?

with Rhett. She went racing back
home, but when she got there Rhett
was leaving.
"I'm getting out of the oil
business before it's too late, he said.
"Don't leave me," cried Scarlett.
"I love you."
"Thats your misfortune," he
replied.
"What will I do without you?"
She knew that he had meant
everything he said. She knew because
she sensed in him something strong,

unyielding, implacable - all the
qualities she had looked for in Jimmy,
but never found.
But with the spirit of her people
who would not know defeat, even
when it stared them in the face, she
raised her pointed chin.
With or
without Rhett, she knew that she
could get the windfall profits back
and that was all that mattered.
"I'll think about it tomorrow,"
she said. "I can stand it then. Aftei
all, tomorrow is another day."
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Much money can be made a|rc the proknod c<
sperm banks, in fact there are niinterculturo gencr;
sperm bank junkies who are now(,v Wcrc cheao, mass

become a social drinker, (God forbid they do not know what drink
to order at a business luncheon), and therefore the University has
lowered its drinking age to accomodate all incoming freshmen.
The University has made a commitment to develop each stu
dent into the fun-loving, know-nothing individual who seems to
know it all. And because of this commitment the University has
developed a philosophy; lying.
This technique fosters great
creativity within the student and that's what the University feels

History of the University
The University of the Privileged was established by a pioneer
businessman because the school was a great tax write off, plus he
knew that the benefits of a corporation (i.e. free cars, homes,
etc.). Throughout its history, Privileged has been recognized as a
"school" to which upperclass or nouveau-riche citizens can send
their children to for four years, or until they graduate. The Univers
ity proudly thinks of itself as a summer camp that is not run just
three months, but a full nine fun months.
The University was the first college on either coast to offer a
major in nothing, the first to offer a class in the techniques and
fundamentals of dropping out, and the first school in the world to
admit that it does discriminate against sex, race, and religion.
During the Greenbacks life, (school's nickname due to the
fact the mascot is a midget in a George Washington costume) only

the college is all about.
sure learned

at the Privilege."
Bob Winkler
a.k.a. The Weasel,AKA
inmate, COP, '65

four presidents have headed the administration, all were former
school mascots.

Health Services
The student health center is a 642 bed complex with com
plete 24 hour nursing care. The medical staff consists of
physicians trained in orthodontics, plastic surgery and
gynecology. There is also a staff of well-trained, competent

Traditional Events During the Year
First day of Classes
A day devoted to reestablishing old friends and making new.
Last Day of Classes
A chance to disown all the friends, old and new, you made
throughout the year.

L.V.N.'s and nurses aides. The health center does offer many
self-help programs for the students, the most popular ueing. the
weight control program. After a brief examination the doctor will

A f

dispense three months worth of dietary medication, which will cut
the student's appetite but not his waking hours, this allows the
student to have one full day and then some.

what major to choose, what classes to take, and how to become a
member at the birth control clinic. They need someone interested
in them as individuals, someone to turn to as they begin their new
Jife at college. That's why the Universtiy of the Privileged has a
student to student advising.

Counseling Service
The counseling center provides professional counseling for
the student who believes someone is following him.

The advisers are students who are upperclassmen in the
Psychology Department. Towards the end'of the semester, when
the student advisers have integrated the freshmen into college life,
the new students are not anymore prepared for college than when
they first entered The University, but they can salivate at the sound
of a bell.

Orientation for the Freshman
On the first day of orientation students meet their faculty ad
visor. During this time period the students determine what they
will be when they grow up, pick an appropriate major based on
their life plans, and then devise their class schedule for the next
four years. Also during this five minute advising, the students will
be exposed to campus regulations, environment, and slides of
their professor's trip to Niagra Falls.

enables the stundent to preach what he practices. Religious
groups active on campus include Christ for the Handicapped,
Christian Nuclear Science, and Inter-Varsity, for those who can't
make the Inter-Collegiate teams.

Student Government
Our student government, - SWDNUOP, Students Who Do
Nothing for the University of the Privileged, is an organization for
students interested in the designing and hanging of posters for socalled coming events.

Broadcasting
"The seven years I spent at Playmond College were the best years
of my life."
Bobby "Sunshine" Stone
Janitor, Playmond '69

Orientation for the Transfer Student

General Campus Regulations

Are you kidding? Transfer students already know what
college is suppose to be about.

The campus is a small little world in itself and therefore the
college has its own rules that differ from local laws. These cam
pus laws are enforced by our own campus security, who are parttime sumo wrestlers.

"Being a Chemistry major and a Graduate student at the
University of the Privileged really developed my discipline which is
very important to me as a salesman."
Dr. D. Davenport
Benny's Shoes Manager
COP, '54
us.nt to Student Advising Program

"Privileged" operates the radio station KOOPS-FM. New
students involved in broadcasting are engaged in all the grunt
work that must be done before a radio news program can go on
the air. Once the student has typed his professors dissertation,
vacummed his office and assembled his Heath Kit Stereo, Tape
player Toaster, the student is prepared to watch professionals
read the news live on the air
/

National Professional Organizations
Snorta Capa Cokea
For students who are interested in pharmacy

Activities and Organizations

Phe Phi Foe

The University offers extra-curricular activities that look great
on your resume and college transcript.

Alphas R Alphas

Religious Life

Mu Mu Mu

For the religious buff we have the Campus Chapel which
J

T~

The typical student receives a great deal of education out-sifie
of the classroom. Privileged is located near beaches, mountains,
and lakes. Even though the drinking age in the University's fair
Tate is 21, the college believes each student must be prepared to

Who needs one? The administration realizes that students are
liberated, educated human beings, and with morality as it is in the
70's The Privileged does not pretend to have an honor system.

The University, a dependent in
stitution, provides courses of study
which enable students to pursue
their parents' interests.
Students
may drop out to pursue their own in
terests, only to return to U.O.P. to
pursue their Guru's interests.

?

Student Life
Honor System

UNIVERSITY OF THE PRIVILEGED
STUCKTON, CALIFORNIA

?
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If you are reluctant to give up
your sperm there are other ways,
though maybe not as fun, to make
money. Some people sell their blood,
and others hair, while Reseus
monkeys sell their heads. (A one shot
deal sure, but the money is great).

nie.

shmen ent "ing college are faced with many adjustments:
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I'm not familiar with the sperm

Beta Max.
She also bought a Turbo Carrera
for their daughter Bonnie Blue, and a
Trans Am for herself. She never used
her Trans Am though, because every
time she needed something she sent
one of her 37 servants for it and they
all had their own Trans Ams.
Then
Jimmy
got
elected
President. That brought back a lot of
sad memories for Scarlett because she
still loved Jimmy very much. But she
loved Rhett's money even more and
soon Scarlett put Jimmy in the back
of her mind again.
Then came the revolution in Iran
and another oil shortage.
"Oh boy!" said Scarlett.
"I want a Beta Max,' said Bon

UOP

sperm on the market) and we
$304,777,158. If men are go,n,
spill the seed of their fruit fru,tle
they should do it in a sterile me4
facility and be paid. Let s forget t

!iv« me information about sperm
banks so I ean make » decision, to I

the Arabs.
Now Scarlett could have even
more than ever. She bought a 57 foot
yacht, a private helicopter, and a new

talk sense into Jimmy.
But Jimmy would have nothing
to do with it. When he brought up
the subject of a Windfall Profits tax,
Scarlett finally realized that Jimmy
didn't love her.
Then, for some strange reason,
she also realized that she was in love

I^

Dear Dr. Anthony,
I read last week in the
Pacifican's classifieds about donating
sperm for artificial insemination and
p.W ^ «• C«„W you plea*

save them from the crisis. The Arab
oil embargo actually drove his prices
down because domestic oil was
cheaper, but Rhett knew that most
people didn't realize this so he
decided to raise the prices of oil for
the consumer, and then blame it on

But Rhett knew that people had
caught on to his trick, and that he
would never get away with it again.
He knew life would get rough so he
dismissed most of the servants and he
sold the Beta Max.
Scarlett got very cute. She ran
out on Rhett and went off to Camp
David to try just one more time to

for those who want to km

For who play inter-collegiate Basketball
For students who believe they are never wrona
For students who stutter.

Charles and Maril
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says another, lor Action Jeans by
Bon jour.
Calvin Klein, Ralph
Lauren, Charlotte Ford and others
are all designing jeans with labels
framed in swirling stiehes on the back
pocket.

[at us.
During the 1960's, denim jeans

I lie thought occurs to us that the
generation that once abhorred con
sumerism lias now entered ils 30 s
wlieih merchandisers consider the
demographic prime. It happens also
to be the stage ol life in which people
are more concerned with getting
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ahead, and, yes, raising children.
Hence lhero aie also designer jeans
lor tots.
As the Woodstock generation
faces the terrors of middle age, jeans
could keep evolving—as denim
tuxedos, designer golfing duds or
winter woolies with shaped bottoms
and a rear label. So fashion will
provide a continuing remembrance
of rebellions past as the once-homely
blue jeans moves through its seven

Debby
DelBosco
(Commercial
Design): No, I don't feel safe on cam
pus at night. I go out at night alone,
but only when it is absolutely
necessary, and 1 still don't feel good
about it.
Mark Mastelotto (Communication):
Yes, 1 do.
The murder was an.
isolated incident. If it were just some
maniac running around, I would feel
less safe. Also, the fact that I am a
guy makes me naturally feel safer.

The Pacifican.
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Are you interested
lin being an R.A. or S.A.j
NEXT YEAR?

Editorial from the New york Times

RANdy

HANSEN'S

MACHINE GUN
A TRIBUTE TO
JIMI HENDRIX

•Close to UOP
•Fast
•Competitively priced, with quality
beyond compare.

WEDNESDAY
OCTOBER 1 0
8 PM

You'll get lots of extras, at no extra cost!

a staff J
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and
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462-8290
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ZIP

abmpui wmw
ijLii'J LUA'V TTMMSfT

For information and applications:
R.A.'s - Student Life Ofc., Knoles Hall;
[S.A.'s - Student Advising, 109 Bannisterj
Hall

Freeborn Hall /
U.C. Davis
Tickets: $7.50 advance/
$8.50 day of show
($6.50 Student).

MIRACLE MILE MARTINIZING
com-

J

443 E. SO NORA at CALIFORNIA
r

Charles and Marilyn Bott's

corais,s

•5TLAK5

complimentary wine with dinner

NOW OPEN SATURDAYS 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-6 p.m.

COmp'ex with

LUMPIA

• LAMB CURRY

ADDRESS

We'll sew it up, mend it,
or replace it without charge!

The^ 2 ^

• PAKORA

• PILLAR RICL

stages ol life.

82 W. Castle Street, Stockton, California 95204

• 5HI5H KEBAB

NAME

-Loose seams on the skirt of your dreams?
-Small tear on your mohair?
-Button pop off your old overcoat?

a k.a. The Weasel,AKA
'nmate, COP, '65

featuring

P.O. BOX 24873
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024

CITY

Tickets at
BASS outlets.,'

Phone 464 0411
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Nelson recorded 20 tackles,
threw a runner for a five yard
loss and lead the defensive ef
fort that held the University of
Idaho to only 234 yards total
offense.

(For students only.)
Come by for a special student discount card. It's
good for a whole year, and entitles you to 10% off
any Command Performance service. Including our
precision haircut.
Precision haircutting is ourtechniqueforcutting
the hair in harmony with the way it grows. So as it
grows it doesn't lose its shape. Your haircut will
look as good after five days as it does after five
minutes.
A precision haircut with shampoo and blow-dry
costs just sixteen dollars for guys or gals, less
10% of course. We also offer permanent waves,
coloring, frosting and conditioning. No appoint
ment needed, just come in.
Take advantage of our offer, it's precisely what
you need.
•

t

a

Command Performance
c

" .

Sherwood Mall, Stockton
5308 Pacific Ave.
Mon.-Fri 10-9, Sat. 10-6, Sun. 12-5

e

lever

Wrong

\

Indian and Filipino Cuisine

ACADEMIC RESEARCH

-One-stop, full service
dry cleaning with laundry service available.

Bob Winkler

LONETA ORIENTAL RESTAURANT

Send $1.00 for your up-to-date, 306-page mail order catalog.

For the best dry cleaning In townlet Miracle Mile Martinizing
do it for you!
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10,250 on File — All Academic Subjects

Look GreatLook Sharp-

Teri Link (Psychology): 1 do because I
take precautions, 1 don't go anywhere
without an escort. I don't really feel
unsafe, just wary. I also feel better
because both attackers were caught,
but it still makes you stop and think.

Steve Barnes (Political Science): Yeah.
I feel safe because the security officers
are always around. The same thing
happens on other campuses, and you
just can't avoid it. I still feel safe.

know for those who want to know (jiin^y adv ertisement in the subways.

5

Brooks Esser (Business Administra
tion): Yes. 1 feel safe on campus. The
security force doesn't make me feel
any safer, but this area of town is not
very bad, so I still feel safe.

Rebecca Durham (Communication):
It depends on where 1 am and at what
time. Considering the murder was a
boyfriend-girlfriend spat, I feel safer.
I don't know if that's sensible, but 1
probably feel more secure than most
people do.

Gina Curry (Pharmacy):I would
never walk alone on campus at night.
I only feel safe on campus during the
daytime, unless I am with a group at
night.

sperm could donate thl

t

Tisha Madison (Special Education):
walk alone at night, and I feel safe.
I m just prepared so I don't worry.
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Do you feel safe on this campus?
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f Opera singer featured Friday) po0d fight protesters
San Francisco Opera singer,
Susan Quittmeyer will perform at the
Conservatory next Friday at 3.p.m.
A mezzo-soprano, Quittmeyer
has been invited by a music history
class to perform in this informal
mini-concert.
There will be no
charge for admission.
Quittmeyer is part of the San
Francisco Affiliate Arts Program, as
the Stockton Arts Commission's Af
filiate Artist.
Winner of the prestigious Minna
Kauffinan-Ruud Competition in
1978, Quittmeyer has performed solo
engagements with a number ot sym
phony orchestras and choral societies
in
such
works as Mozart's

"Coronation Mass", Bruckner s
"Mass in D Minor", and Bach's
"Weihmachts-Oratorium."
The singer is a graduate of
Illinois Wesleyan University, and
received her Master's degree from the
Manhattan School of Music.,
She made her protessional opera
debut in the St. Louis Opera
Theatre's 1978 production of "The
Tree of Chastity".
Just prior to
joining the San Francisco/Affiliate
Artists-Opera Program, she debuted
with the Asolo Opera Company.
Quittmeyer made an extensive
tour of Stockton last spring which in
cluded 11 local appearances.

(CPS)—Cafeteria

personnel say

it's just a weak explanation for a Wild
melee, but students now claim tha a
September 18 food fight at a Mar
shall University dorm was a p anned
protest against the quality o ca eteriafare.
"It kind of built up, dorm resi
dent Beth Aquino told the Parthenon,
the student paper.
"There were
rumors that there was going to be a
food fight.
Then it started with
people throwing stuff across the table
at each other, and then it spread until
about 75 people were throwing

.
, , , , ,
though, maintain the food light ,

ticipants were tagged for disciplinary
action and others just gave up. Since
then students threatened with disci
plinary action have announced the

cooking," opines cook James Jet
nant. "It is too early in the year
them to be sick of the food alreajnc.ng
it was later in the year, I might Inmen

the Twin Towers dorm.
Some food service personnel,

yes "

.

•The members of the ASUOP Board
of Supervisors will be elected from
two areas: Living groups and Con
st it ueru

•The members of the ASUOP Board
•of Supervisors will be elected from
two areas: Living Groups and cons
tituent schools.
•Each living group recognized by the
Office of Student Life shall elect a
Supervisor to represent them.
Exceptions shall be made with the
larger dorms. SouthWest Hall shall
elect a Supervisor from South Hall
and one from West Hall; Grace
Covell shall elect a Supervisor for
etch floor, and each Townhouse sec'iun shall be represented with a
Supervisor.
•Constituent school Supervisors
shall be chosen by direct election of
th membership of each respective
constituent school. A vacany shall be
filled by direct election or by t,he ap
pointment by the respective con
stituent government. Each school
shall elect one supervisor who will
serve a one year term.
•Total membership of the Board will
include:
The Executive VicePresident (chairman, votes only to
break a tie); the President (nonvoting
advisor member); the Constituent
School Supervisors, the Living Group
Board of Supervisors.
; •TRANSACTION CLAUSE
The current ASUOP Senators
^will automatically become Super
visors upon the passage of this am• mendment, and will serve as such un-

•IMPLEMENTATION
This ammendment shall take ef
fect immediately following its
ratification of a simple majority vote
of those voting.
Proposed Ammendment to the
Constitution of the Associated
Students of the University of the
Pacific.
AMMENDMENT B: To delete the
ASUOP Senate from the Constitution
and replace it with a "Board of
Supervisors."
'The members of the ASUOP Board
of Supervisors shall be elected from
three areas: Living Groups, Con
stituent

'The members of the ASUOP Board
of Supervisors shall be elcted from
three areas: Living groups, Cons
tituent schools, and Off-campus
Students.

'Constituent School Supervisors
will be chosen by direct election of
the membership of each respective
constituent school. Each school will
elect a representative who will serve a
one year term. Constituent school
Supervisors will have one vote.
*In order to respect the in
dividual tenets of representation,
each Supervisor responsible to a
living group or block of off-campus
students shall be apportioned a num
ber of votes based upon the number
of students each represents. Appor
tionments shall be consistent with the
following table:

'Each living groups recognized
by the Office of Student Life shall
elect a Supervisor to serve as their
representative to ASUOP. Exceptions
shall be made with larger dorms as
follows: SouthWest Complex shall
elect one Supervisor to represent the
residents of South Hall and another
Supervisor to represent the residents
of West Hall; Grace Covell Dorm
shall elect a Supervisor to represent
each of the three floors; the Townhouses shall elect one representative
for each of the three sections — A, B,
And
C

WANTED
"KITCHEN HELPERS"

0-39 residents — 1 vote
40-59 residents — 2 votes
60-79 residents — 3 votes
80-99 residents — 4 votes
100-119 residents — 5 votes
120-139 residents — 6 votes
increments increasing 1 vote per
19 students
from 140 on

FOB RENT, large bedroom in house near
UOP. $100 a month. Call 943-0154 after
5:00
SPERM donors wanted for artificial insem
ination program. Liberal renumeration.
Call 464-1360, ask for Kathy.
LOST PASSPORT, IRAN, -2233972. Any
Information, please call 946-2246 or
946-9078 (ask for Mitra).

ission and dinner. A
nner at the door is $6.

.
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• All Supervisors may be re
elected, but none shall hold more
than a single Supervisory position at
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QUICK CLEAN CENTER
'TRANSITION CLAUSE
All Senators who are members of
the ASUOP Senate at the time of the
passage of this ammendment will
automatically become Supervisors.
Each will serve until the expiration of
his term. Constituent schools, under
the auspices of individual student
governments, will elect Supervisors
upon the expiration of senatorial
terms of office.

lit.

All poems, prose,

,

145 W. Alder

(463-7877
GOOD FOR ONE

FREE WASH
FREE DRY
New Maytag & Commercial Washers
Attendant Always on Duty
Wash - Dry - Fold Service

'This ammendment shall take effect
immediately following its ratification
by a majority of the members of the
associated students voting. Vacan
cies on the Board of Supervisors shall
be filled with all due expediency.

145 W. ALDER

U.O.P,

100% Woo
Stadium
Blanket

CLEAN
CONVENIENT

30% off

BETTER SERVICE
O P E N DAILY
7 A.M.TO 10P.M.

WALNUT ST.

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES! Send $1.00
for your 306 page catalog of collegiate re
search. 10,250 topics listed. Box 25097G,
Los Angeles, California, 90025. (213)4778226.
fttLUNANT? NEED HELP? Birthright of
fers free, confidential services including
pregnancy testing, and help with any pro
blems you have. We care about you. Call
Birthright 464-4173.

ELM ST.

UOP
COW BE]

1 4 5 W. ALDER

HARDING WAY

CLIP & USE

(Loud Sount

S3.49
Are Your
AUTO
INSURANCE
COSTS
TOO HIGH?

This Coupon is Good For
ONE FREE GAME
Limit: One Per Customer Per 0ay

Featuring over 60 different exciting
Amusement Games and Pinball Machines

No other i

Boggle

Game of Cub
Words
List $8.00
Sale $4.99

Free meals & $20 per mo.
14 hrs. per week, flexible schedule
Save $ $ $ $

Scrabble

478-2450

AKL FRATERNITY, Rrent Gaston
evenings at 946-9216

The Word Gar
List $11.00

Budget Payments
DUTCHER INSURANCE Agency

NO W OPEN!

Located in Weberstown
Shopping Mall -- dStockton
iwuiviuil
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'Total membership of the Board of
Supervisors will include:
The
Executive Vice President (Chairman;
votes only to break a tie), the
President (non-voting, advisory
member), the Constituent School
Supervisors, the Supervisors of the
Living Groups, and the Supervisors
representing those students living off
campus.
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The food fight continued for
about 30 minutes, when some par

a time.
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^
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*An organization composed of
students living off campus shall be
established, charged with specific
responsibility of representing the in
terests of students who live off cam
pus. This organization shall be allot
ted one Supervisor for each onehundred twenty students living off
campus and attending the University
of the Pacific.

chicken

October 6 and 12-7
7.
Tickets are
ber

<J
til the expiration of their terms. Con
stituent schools shall elect Super
visors in the manner prescribed
above upon the expiration of their
Senators' terms.
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food fight was a protest.
"We'll throw what we can t
eat," read an anonymus letter to Ron
Vang, interim cafeteria director at

The amendments in full...
AMMENDMENT A: To delete the
ASUOP Senate from the Constitution
and replace it with a "Board of
Supervisors."
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Sale $6.63

4422 No. Pershing Suite D-8 TOGETHER!
VOUR ACI
Stockton, CA 95207

FINE DINING AND HANDCRAFTED GIFTS

featuring
HEARTY SOUPS, QUICHE,SALADS
SANDWICHES, HOME-STYLE DESSERTS
Breakfast served
8a.m.-11a.m.
Lunch served
11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Dessert served
3 p.m.-5 p.m.
Gift Shop open....9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

Venetian Square
Southwest Corner of March Lane and Pershing
952-0164
Dine Indoors.....or Outdoors on the Plaza

NOW...
Night Bus Service
Serves UOP

Reg-

N °U)

49 each

Sale Pri

Now you can ride the night coach to night classes, niqht-life
or shopping!
'
SMTD'sair-conditioned buses will let you off and pick you up
right in front of the main entrance, every weekday until 10:10 PM
Don't hassle parking, gas or crossing streets .
IT'S SMARTER TO GO
• 4H|

For complete schedule and route info
call
our new number
callour
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. Radio
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National
Broadcasters Association and Arm
strong Foundation at Columbia
mvers'ty. The awards are named
after the late Dr. Edwin Armstrong, a
Pioneer in FM radio.
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Energy lecture
Oil and energy will be featured
topics at the Bishop Miller Lecture
Series when Kenneth E. Hill, a direc
tor of Standard Oil Company of Cali
fornia speaks at Albright Auditorium
next Wednesday.
Hill, also a consultant to Blyth
Eastman Dillon and Company Inc.
will give a Colloquy, "The Western
Hemisphere: Oil and Energy" in the
Covell College Centro at 1 p.m.
His lecture, titled, "A Common
Market for North America: Would It
Work?" will beat 7:30.
A graduate of the University of
California, Mr. Hill holds an M.S.
degree in Petroleum Engineering. Af
ter service with the U.S. Naval Air
Corps during World War II he
became affiliated with the Chase
Manhattan Bank in its petroleum
department and when he left had be
come Vice President of this depar
tment. He held a position as execu
tive Vice President and Director of
Blyth Eastman Dillon until his retire
ment in 1976.
Mr. Hill is the first corporate
executive to appear as the Bishop and
Mrs. Miller Lecturer and so brings a
fresh perspective to this important
podium. In the past the lecturers
have been poets, scholars and diplo
mats including Ambassador Hewson
Ryan, Jaime Benitez, and General
David Parker. Mr. Hill's theme will
tie in very well with the opening of
Highway 1-5 this week, the highway
that will link Canada to Mexico
without a -ton.

3^t0beS,inthe vear, I might's>^ntare in^luded'
was lafer
The festival runs from 5-10 p.m.
1 j."
L October 6 and 12-7 p.m. on Oc7Tickets are available at
0ber
Delta College Box Office until Oc0ber 4 for $2 admission, or $5 ad
mission and dinner. Admission and
inner at the door is $6.

li 10 or just: passing in the
! %tien? With our
alliope
Calliope, UOP's literary journal,
ii$ual COoKware,
currently accepting contributions
gadgets 8r classes,or the 1979-80 edition.
All poems, prose, short stories,
you'll maKe the

done-act plays are eligible for subnission.
The submission boxes are in the
rnglish dept., the ASUOP Office, and
he campus library.
Deadline for submissions is Jan.
4/1980.
Also, Calliope is presently
ooking for an editorial board to
•ritique and edit the submissions for
he 1979-80 edition.
95/ -4>933 Any interested people are invited
join, and the board welcomes
5Pm
nembers from all schools and
majors.
For information please contact
enise Finks at 946-2233, the
ASUOP Office.
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^OjShow awards

AN CENTER

Four awards have been presented
to National Public Radio network
programs aired locally on KUOPFM
(463-7877} The Major Armstrong Awards
for excellence and originality in radio
F DR ONE
broadcasting went to the NPR
program on the Panama Canal
Treaty debates in community service,
ithe 1978 World's Fair for creative
juse of the medium, fifty years of folk
festivals in music and a documentary
ion a Nazi Party march in Chicago in
t Commercial Washers
I the news category.
it Always on Duty
The annual competition is co-

IIOMAT

Graduation
applications

iWASH

Applications for spring and
summer graduation must be com
pleted and turned in to the registrar's
office by November 1. The forms are
available in the registrar's office in
KnowtdS4f#H.
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Africa photos

African wildlife and human in
terest topics are featured in a
photography exhibit on display
during October at the Bank of
Stockton office at Miner and San
Joaquin.
Dr. Richard Tenaza of Biological
Sciences Department took the 33
color photographs that are included
in the show.
Tenaza took the African pictures
while leading student groups on trips
to that area in recent years.

Philharmonic
KUOP-FM, has announced the
beginning of a new broadcast season
of concerts by the New York
Philharmonic Orchestra.
Broadcasts will be heard on
Fridays at 8 p.m., Beginning tonight.
Zebin Mehta is in his second year
as music director of the orchestra.
Highlights this season will include
concerts at Tanglewood, the summer
horpe of the Boston Symphony Or
chestra, the world premiere of several
works, and appearances by several
famous guest conductors.
The broadcasts on KUOP are
made possible in part by a grant from
the Exxon Corporation.
KUOP, located at 91.3 on the
FM dial, is the only National Public
Radio network affiliate in this area.

New director
Hiram L. Davis of Los Angeles
was named director of university
libraries over the summer.
Davis, formerly the head of the
undergraduate library at UCLA,
assumed the position on August 1. He
succeeded James Riddles, who
resigned as director after 13 years in
the position. Riddles will remain oh
the library staff.
The new library director has
been with UCLA since 1976. He has
held several supervisory positions in
library work during his 10 years in
the field. This includes librarian at
the University of Kansas, director of
library services at Kalamazoo Valley
Community College in Michigan,
and associate director of university

libraries at the University of
Oklahoma.
Davis, selected in a nationwide
search, holds a bachelor's degree
from Missouri Valley College, a
master's degree in librarianship from
Kansas State Teachers College and is
working toward a doctorate at the
University of Michigan. He is a r
member of the American Library
Association, California Library
Association and Association of
College and Research Libraries.

Photo sale
The Holt-Atherton Pacific Center
for Western Studies at U.O.P. will be
selling duplicate prints from its ex
tensive California history photo
graphs collection.
The collection focuses primarily
on San Joaquin County and the
surrounding environs, and is a vivid
visual history of this area between
1850 and the present.
Included in the collection are
prints of early railroad history, the
Mother Lode mining country, the
growith of Stockton and Sacramento,
the great San Francisco earthquake
of 1906, the evolution of agricultural
technology, and portraits of in
dividuals or families that made a con
tribution of California history.
The prints will sell for $1.00
each and interested parties can pur
chase then at the Pacific Center,
located in the Education Building on
campus.

Ski trip
If studying and books are already
starting to pile up and get you down,
you might try planning ahead as to
what you'll do with your eagerly
awaited winter break.
One idea
might be the University of Nevada's
Annual Alpine Ski Trip.
For the 9th year, the University
of Nevada at Reno and California
State University, Northridge will of
fer their popular winter package to
the French and Swiss Alps. Coin
ciding with school breaks, departures
are scheduled for Dec. 18-Jan. 1, Dec.
23-Jan. 6, Dec. 29-Jan. 12, and Jan.
20-Feb. 3.
The all-inclusive price of
$1,089.00 provides round-trip air

2

Pencils

Drawers sug. list $126.80
Sale $90.41

4 Drawers sug. list $ 164.50
Sale $119.20

Reg. .10 each
Spec. 3/.21

An art exhibit of paintings and
sculpture will be on view at Univer
sity of the Pacific October 8-20 in the
University Center Gallery featuring
work by James Kaneko and Frances
Besne, both of Sacramento.
The exhibition will include a
presentation and reception on
Friday, October 12, at noon and 7:30
p.m., respectively, in the gallery.
Hours for the show will be 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. on weekdays.
Kaneko, who teaches at
American River College, will have
approximately 30 paintings and 10
pieces of sculpture in the exhibition.
He paints with inks and dyes, and he
holds a B.A. degree in math and
M.A. degree in art, both from UOP.
Besne, who is currently studying
under Kaneko, will have some 30
pieces of ceramic sculpture in the
show. Her interest in art came later
in life, as she holds a degree in theatre
arts and was an award-winning dan
cer in Southern California.

UCPC
The University Center Programs
Council (UCPC) has an opening for
someone interested in working with
people to chair the Minority
Programs Committee. This commit
tee's responsibilties is for the presen
tation of programs dealing with the
issue and culture of various ethnic
minorities at UOP.
All students are invited to find
out about the UCPC at weekly
meetings Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. in

Extended Ed.
An overview of the criminal
justice system is being presented as an
extended education course directed
by Lt. Don Garibaldi of the Stockton
Police Department.
"Criminal Justice In Action," is
the title of the course, which began
yesterday and will run for seven
Thursday evenings from 7 to 9 p.m.
A wide variety of contemporary
subjects will be dealt with in the
course, including crime, punishment,
the police, the trial and corrections.
Garibaldi plans to bring in such guest
speakers as a judge, attorney and vice
squad officials, plus have a canine
demonstration. Special attention will
be give to drug problems and police
prodedures.
For more information on the
course, which is available for one
unit of extension credit, telephone the
office of Continuing Education at
946-2424.

Winter Term
Students interested in a winter
term in England need to contact Dr.
Sy Kahn (Drama Department) or Dr.
Maurice McCullen (English Depar
tment) as soon as poosible.
Some special features of the
course include:
Exploration ol
Egnlish Theatre (all forms), and the
finest galleries and museums in the
world.
Students will reside in the
Bloomsbury section of London. The
cost is roughly $ 1200-$1500.
Arrangements must be final by
the end of the month.

Homecoming
October 19 is the deadline for en
tries in this year's Homecoming
Parade.
Just about anybody can enter just
about anything in the parade.
For details contact Chris Steffanic in the Alumni Office, 3rd floor,
Burns Tower, 946-2391.
Homecoming will be on Oct. 27.

40 80

Monopoly
by P a r k e r B r a t
Lit* Ml.so

Game of Cubes
Words

Art Exhibit

the Planning Center.
For further information, contact
UC Director's Office. 946-2171.

HUNDREDS O F TITLES

25'/2"Deep

No other discount on above items.

Boggle

fare, transfers, lodging, breakfasts
and dinners daily plus holiday parties
in the resorts or Paris. An optional
excursion is available for the Vien
nese New Year's Ball, held annually
at the magnificent Hofburg Palace in
Vienna.
The program is open to everyone,
and course credits are available. Par
ticipants may register for two
semester units of lower, upper or
graduate division credit in physical
education.
Applications are
available from ASTRA, 10929
Weyburn Ave., L.A., Calif., 90024.

BONANZA.
BOOK SAL

Full Suspension
Files

20%
OFF

(Loud Sound)
$3.49

.

It s Cr(eat!

Sale $6.75

List $8.00
Sale $4.99

Scrabble
The Word Game

Mastermind

for Games

List $ 1 LOO
Sale $6.63

The Game of Wit

°lOf

List $6.00

Yahtze

&

R5

Sale $3.74

List $4.00

Sale $2.50
.0
Sv

GET VOUR ACT
TOBETHER!
MAJOR & POCKET

ACCENT®
help you
juggle those
tough study
problems

Spook
someone
with a
Halloween
Greeting
Card!
Crfpietit•can

Creative excellence» en American tradition.

r

Reg. .49 each

Now Sale Priced .39 each
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COLOR
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A.CCO 3-way Notebook
s"gg.

List $5.50

Sale $3.99

10/5 -- 10/18
Upstairs in Advanced Campus Electronics

University Book Store
u.litnlir Certrr • Suctu., CA Mil I • IMS
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Senate debates "B"
several criticisms, and concluded, "I
recognize the importance of con
venience in establishing a Board of
Supers isors, but I also recognize the
importance of representation. B' is
not that complicated."
Branson then added* l think we
have gotten off the track. I am
coming here not to ask for a 'yes vote
on B", but rather I'm asking that you
put it on the ballot and let the studen
ts decide after a fair campaign."
The subject switched to whether
or not information concerning the
election could be distributed in time.
It was pointed out that when the
Senate votes not to put a time on the
ballot, students can usually petition
(L put it on, but in this case election
deadlines made such a petition im
possible. Therefore if the Senate
voted against the addition of "B to
the ballot, students would be denied a
chance to'considcr it as an option.
It was decided to go ahead with
the election as scheduled. Burt com
mented, II we wait a month,
someone will still say that they are
not prepared lor the election. In my

the
campaign,
I
advocated
establishment of the Board of Super
visors by late September of early Oc
tober.
A motion to vote on the matter
was seconded and carried.
The
Senate voted 4-6 to keep Amendment
B off the ballot. A flurry of argument
followed the vote, Pacifican Editor,
Susan Pillow, emphasizing that she
was not speaking on behalf of The
Pacifican editorial board, interjected
a sharp criticism, saying, "You (The
Senate) have just epitomized the lack
of representation provided to students
over the years. As most of you have
admitted you are not a truly
representative body, and now you
have decided not to give students the
opportunity to decide what form of
representation they want."
Baynes Bank, and a few Senators
added that while they were opposed
to "B" it should, out of fairness to
students be on the ballot.
"Gary Kleeman (former Univer
sity Center Director) had a sign in his
office that read 'Better to have
debate without decision than decision

without debate.' I think that applies
well now," concluded Banks.
A re-vote resulted in 9 votes in
favor of putting "B" on the ballot,
with an abstention by Chris Steffanic.
Elections chairman, Ron Pool,
annonced that voting booths will be
set up at the School of Pharmacy for
Pharmacy students, in the University
Center for COP, SBPA. Engineering.
Education and Conservatory stu
dents, and at Wendell Phillips Center
for Covell and Ray Cal students.
In other business Baynes Bank
announced that the Jesse Colin Young
concert, arranged by ASUOP Social
Director, Greg Spencer had been a
successful sell-out.
Bank also called for student
opinions to be channelled through
him as he will be attending the
Regents' Retreat hi Asilomar next
Monday and Tuesday.
"Editor's note: Pro's and cons of
Amendments A and B are discussed in
the Viewpoints section on page 2.
General information conserning con
tents of the amendments are included
on page

By Susan Pd
Editor-in-Ch
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